
Hurtling through spectacular countryside on a high-speed train,
I gave thanks for another coastal political adventure in my role
as Islands Trust Council’s Chair. I was in Norway in June, on
the longest days of the year. Invited as Port of Metro Vancouver’s
guest to represent Islands Trust Council, I travelled with oil
industry, federal government, First Nations and local
government representatives to learn how Norway has become
a leader in oil spill prevention and response. 

None of what follows should be taken as encouragement to
deepen fossil fuel extraction; Islands Trust Council is very
concerned about climate change, which has heightened
implications for shorelines and our fragile island ecology.
Islands Trust Council is opposed to pipeline expansion that
increases oil tanker traffic, and has been ringing the alarm about
BC’s current capacity for oil spill prevention and response. 

I won’t be recommending changes to Trust Council’s pipeline
position based on what I learned in Norway. That said, Norway’s
experience is relevant to BC, and to Canada: we have much in
common, and there are also profound differences in how the
two countries have approached use of oil and gas resources.

Overall, I was deeply struck by Norway’s approach to
taxation, ownership, regulation and governance, and it made
me quite sad about what’s missing from our federal
government’s approach. Norway evidently took time to discuss
how to enter the oil business, and the resulting 1971 policy
foundation still stands, with huge taxation and state ownership.
What I heard on the trip suggests this might make Norwegians
more accepting of oil’s risks.

Norway has the same population and the same length of
coastline as BC (~5 million, ~25,000 km). We visited Oslo,
which is Vancouver’s size, and Bergen, an important west coast
port that’s twice as large as BC’s Victoria.

Canada and Norway have both become major players in
petrochemical production by virtue of the discovery of oil and
gas in recent decades that new technology made accessible:
offshore development for Norway, tar sands refining and natural
gas ‘fracking’ for Canada.

It is estimated Norway will produce 2 million barrels of oil a
day in 2013, and Canada 3.5 million. Norway’s ranked 6th,

Canada 10th, in world oil exports. In 2011, Canada was ranked
3rd in world natural gas production, Norway 6th.

That might be as far as the similarities go. The dissimilarities
in how our two governments approach and benefit from the
industry are profound:

There is a national energy plan in Norway; none in Canada. 
Norway puts 75% taxation on oil & gas industry profits (Both

thetyee.ca and policyalternatives.ca have terrific series on how
Norway did it, and how the Canadian approach compares. See
also www.islandtides.com ‘Our way or the Norway,’ Island Tides
April 11, 2013).

Oil and gas taxation makes up 30% of Norway’s state revenues. 
As a result, Norway has a $720 billion pension fund for its

people. Norway has no national debt; it has free education and
healthcare, beautiful public transit, and a national
transportation plan that coordinates ferries, transit,
trains…(which BC lacks).

State ownership of oil production in Norway is 30%; in
Canada, virtually zero. Offshore and subsea gas pipelines are
owned by Norway. 70% of StatOil is state-owned, whereas
Canada’s last shares of PetroCan were sold a decade ago.

Norway seems to wring every possible bit of value out of oil
and gas: it’s refined onshore, ships are built and recycled at
home, and its oil spill detection and cleanup technology is sold
around the world. The Shipowners’ Association has a strong
lobby to ‘keep companies here, generate employment, and make
it attractive to stay in coastal communities.’ 

What I heard on the trip tells me Norway’s government spill
response capacity and regulations exceed Canada’s, and Norway
already uses many of the spill prevention and response
measures Islands Trust Council has been advocating for Canada.
I’ll describe this in Part II, in the next edition of Island Tides. 

On this short trip we talked with only a small cross-section of
people, and some details may have been lost in translation, but
my overall impression was of a country that had entered the oil
and gas business with a long-term view to maximize benefits for
the people. The lack of such a vision for oil and gas development
in Canada raises many concerns for me, especially since it
appears that Canada’s richest oil province surprisingly doesn’t
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have the funds to pay for that devastating recent flood damage
in Calgary.

Another surprise on the trip for me was in the area of
governance: how the indigenous Sami people affect resource
development decisions, the role of consensus decision making,
and what a difference proportional representation makes. More
on how this might affect Norwegians’ relationship with oil in
Part III, also to come in Island Tides.

For more information on how the Islands Trust is responding
to oil spill risk visit: www.islandstrust.bc.ca. 0
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